Is your Revenue Cycle TRULY PATIENT-CENTRIC?

Discover the ROI that our Patient-Centric Revenue Cycle methodology can generate for your organization

Jacobus Consulting believes that a health system can fully optimize their core investment that has been procured without the need to purchase new technology. For nearly 20 years, Jacobus Consulting has helped organizations pinpoint the exact holes in the Revenue Cycle and get to the root cause of net revenue loss.

With an unrivaled approach to solving preventable revenue leakage in our 1-Day Revenue Cycle Workshop and KLAS top rated services, Jacobus Consulting aligns existing people, processes, and technology to find and fix the root cause, create a sustainable redesign, and keep the investment that organizations have already made in their technology.

JACOBUS CONSULTING TOP PERFORMER ACROSS ALL KLAS® IT ADVISORY CRITICAL METRICS

* Small sample size (3-5 respondents)

OUR SERVICES INCLUDE:
- Patient Access
- UR & Care Management
- Revenue Integrity & CDM
- HIM, CDI
- Patient Financial Services
- Physician & Ambulatory Management
- Cost Management
- Post-Acute Care
- Reimbursement Analytics
- AR Cash Acceleration/Recovery Teams
- Interim Leadership
- Consolidation & Migration Support
Transformed Patient-Centric REVENUE CYCLE

Stopping Problems at Their Root - the Jacobus Revenue Cycle “Pillars” Model

Jacobus Consulting travels deep into the root causes of a broken revenue cycle to transform them into patient-centric and revenue generating engines. With our metric management approach, organizations have developed self-sustaining processes and programs that prevent the need for us or other consulting firms from coming back.

Jacobus Consulting uses a proven methodology through our Patient-Centric Revenue Cycle Pillars. This methodology involves physician practices, patient access, case management, revenue integrity, health information management, patient financial services, reimbursement analytics and care coordination.

Achieve What Matters Most.

To connect with an expert or to receive more information, call us at 949.727.0720 or visit our website at JacobusConsulting.com